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01. 

CONCEPT



Brera Design District is the most important event for the 
promotion of design in Italy, was born as a brand within the week 
of fuorisalone - the set of exposures for the city during the Salone 
Internazionale del Mobile in Milan - and takes its name from old 
neighborhood in which it takes place, Brera. 

Brera is the historical center of Milan, a focal point of business 
development, artistic and cultural city. It is home to some of the 
most prestigious historic buildings, is home to the streets of the 
“old Milan” craft shops, art galleries, shops, museums, the Academy 
of Fine Arts, centers of disclosure cultural and artistic as well as 
furniture most important showrooms. It is the most elegant and 
visited district of the city with a very clear identity: the heart of 
design and contemporary art.

Brera Design District is a circuit of exhibitions and events, 
consisting of brand and companies with a permanent 
showroom in Brera and temporary exhibitors that are located 
in picturesque locations in the district, its perfect showcase.

The initiatives that animate Brera Design District born from a 
system organized by territorial marketing actions managed 
by Studiolabo, with the aim to bring together and promote the 
commercial activities in the furniture industry, the professionals 
of contemporary industrial design, enriching of the historical-
art in the area.

The brand Brera Design District was born in 2010, from the 
experience of Marco Torrani (president of Assomab), Paolo 
Casati and Cristian Confalonieri, creators of Studiolabo, study of 
communication & concept design, and Fuorisalone.it, the reference 
portal for communication of the events of design week. Brera 
Design District opened in 2015 (April 14 to 19) its 6th edition.

communication design, manage integrated communications 
systems, organize events for the public, offer services for the 
territorial promotion of creativity, of art places and culture thanks 
to a professionals team.

Brera Design District, for the role it covers and the contribution 
it makes to promote Milan as a point of reference and an 
international showcase for the system-design, is backed by 
institutions and authorities: Patronage of the Municipality 
of Milan - Department of Culture, Fashion and Design, 
Department of Trade, Tourism, productive activities and 
territorial marketing, AIS/Design - The Association of Italian 
design historians.

ABOUT US



“BRERA DESIGN DISTRICT CONTRIBUTES 
TO MAKING RICH AND VIBRANT THE 

COLLECTION OF LOCAL EVENTS THAT 
ARE PART OF THE SALONE DEL MOBILE, 

PLACING THE CITY OF MILAN AT THE 
CENTER OF INTERNATIONAL ATTENTION 
AND ATTRACTING A LARGE NUMBER OF 
VISITORS FROM AROUND THE WORLD”

Assessor Cristina Tajani





“Be District: creating connection, communicationg innovation”  
Brera Design Disctrict was founded with the aim of creating 
an organized network between the realities of the region, to 
promote commercial and cultural activities and to implement a 
model of cutting-edge development. 
Studiolabo has worked to strengthen the identity of the district, 
creating a connection between the socio-economic realities that 
living and characterize this area in order to enhance the recognition, 
and to produce value added communicating innovation.
From year to year Brera Design District implements the enormous 
potential of the district. With its panel of events emphasizes the 
strengths of the wide cultural heritage, economic and social 
that characterize the area.
Studiolabo has in its DNA the ability to create and develop networks 
between professionals to share expertise and resources. With the 
Brera Design District project intends to disseminate and promote 
the culture of art and design, creating connections between the 
reality of the district.

“Be District: craft making and industrial thinking”
Brera Design District is committed to implementing the design 
sector by supporting its strengths: attention to detail, the 
artisan tradition, culture of making and planning.
At the same time proposes a model of development and 
dissemination, more advanced, taking advantage of the strategic 
levers of industrialization contemporary: distribution, promotion, 
communication and connectivity.

Connecting to the district, the businesses strengthen their 
identity and disclose their offer in a capillary mode.
So on one hand we have a long tradition of craftsmanship, added 

have the strategic thinking of “industrial type” that allows the brand 
Brera Design District to convey the businesses at a faster rate, 
connecting to international production companies.

“Design Lessons”. Not a teaching but an approach. 
Projectuality seen as a value to revival of the 
Brera Design Disctrict,  thanks to the strategic collaboration with 
the Italian Association of Historians of Design (AIS / Design), 
supports the critical debate on the history of design to suggest 

alternatives for the induced. 
Projectuality and innovation have laid the foundation for 
the undeniable centrality of Italy in the world of art and 
architecture, from these assumptions, supported by the tools of 
communication and distribution contemporaries, you can start to 
revive the companies in the sector.

MISSION



“A PLACE WHERE TRENDS ARE BORN 
THANKS TO TWINE BETWEEN ART AND 
FASHION WITH THE HIGHEST DENSITY 

IN THE WORLD TO PRODUCTION 
OF DESIGN. A CONCRETE PROJECT 
TO PROMOTE THE TERRITORY AND  
TO ENCOURAGE THE PRODUCTION 

CAPACITY OF THIS DISTRICT”

Assessor Franco D’Alfonso



Disctrict Brera Design is a project of territorial marketing, which 
aims to strengthen the role of Milan as a capital of design, 
creating an organized network of relationships, contacts and 
information relating to the territory of belonging and translated in 
a format usable by the widest number of people.

The manifesto of Breara Design District can be summarized in 
10 points:

1. The design is for everyone.

2. The Italian Industrial Design has made history thanks to a deep 
project culture and the know-how on which is based the work of 

3. The time of exposure to the public is crucial: the project 
and the product must be able to speak to a wide audience and 

4. Making union strengthens each reality (companies, brands 
..), fragmented in the territory. The relationship between these 
identities creates belonging, distinction, and thus the District.

5. The District lives of their territorial belonging, a feature from 

distinctive traits become instantly recognizable by the public 
International.

6. The connectivity between the realities that living in the District 
allow an exchange of information and data in real time, punctual, 
prompt. The speed of exchange is the basic condition to meet the 
needs of the public and develop innovative ideas.

7. The products of design are an expression of the socio-economic 
context from which originate, are thus a form of culture as such 
living of its disclosure.

8. Disclose the culture means to communicate it.  
The promotion of design as a product, as the culture and history is 
needed to understand the contemporary and plan for the future.

9. Telling the tradition of craft making and know the historical 
sources helps to produce innovation.

10. The shared experience of design enriches those who live it.

THE MANIFESTO







Brera Design District was established in 2014 the Design 
Lessons Award.
This award is given to those who distinguished himself in Italy or 

The experience of the winner becomes an example, a design 
lessons for all, if it contributes to spreading the culture to the 
design according to the principles promoted and shared by Brera 
Design Disctrict. The award has a symbolic value, is assigned during 
the design week, announced on the platform and on the tools of 
communication of Brera Design District.
BDD has created the award with a dual purpose: to tell a 
successful case histories, as an incentive and encouragement 

to be a testimonial of the district during the event.

The award for this edition goes to Ambra Medda, co-founder of 
Design Miami – with which she has revolutionized the art exhibition 
format – and co-founder and Creative Editor of L’Arcobaleno, the 
online magazine and shop dedicated to collection-level design, 
a creative workshop bringing together designers, art dealers, 
curators and creatives in a single format.
Ambra Medda is a perfect interpreter of the theme proposed, 
her work with L’Arcobaleno establishes a new format of design 
promotion and communication, a reference point for those involved 
professionally. She has promoted a new way of communicating 
design online, a blend of design, art, fashion and music, an encounter 
between designer items, new faces and limited edition e-commerce.

BRERA DESIGN DISTRICT AWARD







02. 

REPORT 2014



BRERA IN NUMBERS

the design week with a passage of 140,000 people and with 136 
events.
Our headquarters at the Mediateca of Santa Teresa, has been 
seat to major international brands and cultural projects with a 
pass of over 12,000 people.
The theme of 2014 Design Lessons - Be District: creating 
connections, communication innovation has brought to creation 
of a Manifesto with the Italian Association of Design Historians 
and togheter for the Design Week we have realized 20 lectures 
and 7 conferences on the subject.

2 info point on the territory, a dedicated website, 50,000 guides 
distributed throughout the city of Milan have ensured an easy 
access to information and orientation in the district.

The website breradesigndistrict.it has counted 50,000 total 
visits for a total of page views equal to 170,000.

BRERA ON SOCIAL NETWORK

“A record edition that just ended for the Salone Internazionale del 

the city, and almost 100 thousand posts published during the Fair. [...] 
But what was discussed? To further facilitate the fair compared to what 
has happened in the streets of Milan who is said in English (27.3%). In 

(73.9% of comments) compared to the Salone Internazionale del Mobile. 

on was the Brera Design District, among the foreign Ventura Lambrate. 
Then come Tortona Around Design and La Triennale. “- Taken from the 
Corriere della Sera

Facebook
2,415 like to page of which 684 new like in the week from April 8 
to 13 

210,600 people

Twitter
the tweets with # breradesigndistrict have been 1,348 and 1,041 
the retweets for a total of people reached equal to 2,051,540
355 people mentioned #breradesigndistrict in their post, reaching 

Instagram feed
4,200 images were posted with # breradesigndistrict





170.000 
PAGE VIEWS DURING 
FUORISALONE

50.000
UNIQUE VISITORS
OF WEB SITE DEDICATED

136 
BRAND AND MEMBER 
COMPANIES IN THE 
DISTRICT

3.000
INVITATIONS 
DOWNLOADED FOR 
OPENING PARTY

12.000
PERSONS WHO TRANSITED 
AT POINT MEDIA

1.348
TWEET WITH
#BRERADESIGNDISTRICT

50.000
GUIDE AND MAPS

50.700 
CLICK ON POST 
OF FACEBOOK

4.200
UPLOADED IMAGES WITH
#BRERADESIGNDISTRICT

20
PROJECTIONS ON A 
THEME DESIGN LESSONS

7
CONFERENCE ON THEME 
DESIGN LESSONS

BRERA IN NUMBERS

140.000
PERSONS WHO TRANSITED 
IN THE DISTRICT
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03. 

FORMAT



BRERA DESIGN DISTRICT 2015

Sarà  possibile aderire al progetto per il Fuorisalone 2015 da 
ottobre 2014.

Registrarsi è molto semplice e si può fare tutto comodamente dal 
proprio computer seguendo i pochi passi necessari per registrarsi 
e siglare l’accordo:

Gli step da seguire sono:

- individuare la posizione preferita di adesione al progetto, 
eventualmente contattare Studiolabo per approfondimenti

- compilare la form online richiedendola a info@breradesigndistrict.it 
e inviare il contratto di adesione come da indicazioni

- pagare la quota corrispondente al piano scelto al quale seguirà 
regolare fattura commerciale

- 
contenuti inviati ed inseriti nella form con il personale di Studiolabo

SI POTRÀ ADERIRE ENTRO E NON OLTRE IL 15 MARZO 2015 
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HOW TO

Brera Design District offers a platform and a system of support 
to companies, individuals or organizations for the creation, 
implementation and communication of events in the district of 
Brera.

You can take part in the event as:

EXHIBITOR
organizing an event dedicated, 

exhibition or participating in 
a collective of designers

SUPPLIER
promoting a service by connecting to the 
network of events and exhibitions in the 

circuit of Brera Design District

TECHNICAL
SPONSOR

through a communications plan and 
branding, as a technical sponsorship or 

installation

1 32



EXHIBITOR FORMAT

Brera Design District offers three types of standard communication 
plan divided as follows:

BASIC
600€ +VAT

- INDICATION OF THE EVENT ON SITE MAP 

- INDICATION OF THE SHOWROOM IF PERMANENT

- PAGE DEDICATED TO THE CONTENTS OF THE EVENT 
AND EXHIBITORS / DESIGNERS

- INDICATION OF THE EVENT ON PRINTED GUIDE IN 
BASIC POSITION 

- TOTEM TO APPEAR IN SHOWROOM OR EXHIBITION 
SPACE

- PRESENCE ON APP OF EVENTS GUIDE  OF  FUORISA-
LONE.IT 

- PRESENCE IN THE PATH BRERA DESIGN DISTRICT OF 
FUORISALONE.IT

PLUS
1.000€ + VAT

- INDICATION OF THE EVENT ON SITE MAP 

- INDICATION OF THE SHOWROOM IF PERMANENT

- PAGE DEDICATED TO THE CONTENTS OF THE EVENT 
AND EXHIBITORS / DESIGNER

- PAGE DEDICATED TO THE CONTENTS OF THE EVENT 
IN SPECIAL EVENT SECTION

- ROTATIONAL BOX IN HOME PAGE WITH SPECIAL 
EVENTS LIST

- INDICATION OF THE EVENT ON PRINTED GUIDE IN 
PLUS POSITION

- TOTEM TO APPEAR IN SHOWROOM OR EXHIBITION 
SPACE

- PRESENCE ON APP OF EVENTS GUIDE  OF  FUORISA-
LONE.IT 

- PRESENCE IN THE PATH BRERA DESIGN DISTRICT OF 
FUORISALONE.IT

SPONSOR
2.000€ + VAT

- INDICATION OF THE EVENT ON SITE MAP 

- INDICATION OF THE SHOWROOM IF PERMANENT

- PAGE DEDICATED TO THE CONTENTS OF THE EVENT 
AND EXHIBITORS / DESIGNER

- PAGE DEDICATED TO THE CONTENTS OF THE EVENT 
IN SPECIAL EVENT SECTION

- ROTATIONAL BOX IN HOME PAGE WITH SPECIAL 
EVENTS LIST

- FIXED BANNER WITH LOGOS OF THE SPONSOR IN ALL 
PAGES OF THE WEBSITE

- INDICATION OF THE EVENT ON PRINTED GUIDE IN 
SPONSOR POSITION

- TOTEM TO APPEAR IN SHOWROOM OR EXHIBITION 
SPACE

- PRESENCE ON APP OF EVENTS GUIDE  OF  FUORISA-
LONE.IT 

- PRESENCE IN THE PATH BRERA DESIGN DISTRICT OF 
FUORISALONE.IT

-2 ARTICLES IN THE NEWSLETTER OF BRERA DESIGN 
DISTRICT (33,000 PROFESSIONAL CONTACT ON DATA-
BASE)



BASIC

The showroom/event that participates at Brera Design District as 
basic position has a good visibility in front of a very 

The format cost is 600 Euro + VAT and allows visibility both on 
printed maps, indicating the position into the district as well as 
being visible in the guide, both on website with dedicated page 
to event and permanent showroom. 

Then the indicator item will be delivered to mark the accession to 
path and district maps to distribute to the visitors.

IN SUMMARY:

- INDICATION OF THE EVENT ON SITE MAP 

- INDICATION OF THE SHOWROOM IF PERMANENT

- PAGE DEDICATED TO THE CONTENTS OF THE EVENT AND EXHI-
BITORS / DESIGNERS

- INDICATION OF THE EVENT ON PRINTED GUIDE IN BASIC PO-
SITION 

- TOTEM TO APPEAR IN SHOWROOM OR EXHIBITION SPACE

- PRESENCE ON APP OF EVENTS GUIDE  OF  FUORISALONE.IT 

- PRESENCE IN THE PATH BRERA DESIGN DISTRICT OF FUORISA-
LONE.IT

600€ + VAT



PLUS

The showroom/event that participates at Brera Design District 
in plus position has a good visibility in district 

communication plan and is distinguished from member brands 
in basic position because it is also visible through its own brand, 
clearly visible on printed map, and through the privileged 
position of “special event” on Brera Design District website.

The format costs 1.000€ + VAT and allows visibility both on printed 
maps, indicating the position into the district with privileged 
position and presence of the logo and guide visibility, both on the 
website with dedicated page as “special event” and showroom tab. 

Then the indicator item will be delivered to mark the designated 
path and district maps to distribute to the visitors.

IN SUMMARY:

- INDICATION OF THE EVENT ON SITE MAP 

- INDICATION OF THE SHOWROOM IF PERMANENT

- PAGE DEDICATED TO THE CONTENTS OF THE EVENT AND EXHI-
BITORS / DESIGNER

- PAGE DEDICATED TO THE CONTENTS OF THE EVENT IN SPE-
CIAL EVENT SECTION

- ROTATIONAL BOX IN HOME PAGE WITH SPECIAL EVENTS LIST

- INDICATION OF THE EVENT ON PRINTED GUIDE IN PLUS POSI-
TION

- TOTEM TO APPEAR IN SHOWROOM OR EXHIBITION SPACE

- PRESENCE ON APP OF EVENTS GUIDE  OF  FUORISALONE.IT 

- PRESENCE IN THE PATH BRERA DESIGN DISTRICT OF FUORISA-
LONE.IT

1.000€ + VAT



SPONSOR

The showroom/event that participates at Brera Design District as 
sponsor position obtains a very important and 

strategic visibility directly connecting to the project as an active 
supporter. The sponsors have guaranteed all the visibility of plus 
position with addition of dedicated advertising space present both 
on the printed map, with the constant presence of its brand, both 
on the two reference website: breradesigndistrict.it e fuorisalone.
it.
In addition, they will be mentioned by Brera Design District press 

High visibility is guaranteed even on the portal Fuorisalone.it both 
on the web, with its brand on rotational banner in the homepage 
and internal page dedicated, both in the newsletter sent to more 

articles.

IN SUMMARY:

- INDICATION OF THE EVENT ON SITE MAP 

- INDICATION OF THE SHOWROOM IF PERMANENT

- PAGE DEDICATED TO THE CONTENTS OF THE EVENT AND EXHI-
BITORS / DESIGNER

- PAGE DEDICATED TO THE CONTENTS OF THE EVENT IN SPE-
CIAL EVENT SECTION

- ROTATIONAL BOX IN HOME PAGE WITH SPECIAL EVENTS LIST

- FIXED BANNER WITH LOGOS OF THE SPONSOR IN ALL PAGES 
OF THE WEBSITE

- INDICATION OF THE EVENT ON PRINTED GUIDE IN SPONSOR 
POSITION

- TOTEM TO APPEAR IN SHOWROOM OR EXHIBITION SPACE

- PRESENCE ON APP OF EVENTS GUIDE  OF  FUORISALONE.IT 

- PRESENCE IN THE PATH BRERA DESIGN DISTRICT OF FUORISA-
LONE.IT

-2 ARTICLES IN THE NEWSLETTER OF BRERA DESIGN DISTRICT 
(33,000 PROFESSIONAL CONTACT ON DATABASE)

2.000€ + VAT



MAIN SPONSOR/CONTENT

Main Sponsor is the absolute most prestigious and important 
position in Brera Design District. 
Being a main sponsor means to promote your brand in a unique 
way inside the district, to become project partners sharing with us 
part of communication strategies, being always present in all the 
realized communications, speaking in press conferences, having 
ensured the promotion support towards the entire press sector, to 
be our reference point for the whole promotional project in the 12 
months that up to the following event edition.

Regarding the guaranteed formats they start from the basic sponsor 
position and expands with a dedicated communication plan that 
has response both on BDD communication that on Fuorisalone.it, 
which is obtained a special event role on the website, a permanent 
presence on the homepage and as well as in all the communications 
where BDD will be present.

Main Sponsor is the highest level of project participation starting 
from a communication and support package, we will verify together 
with the companies possible needs or strategies to coordinate the 
project event or support communication.

QUOTATION ON REQUEST



TECHNICAL SPONSOR

Brera Design District is a project that speaks of the territory on the 
territory, therefore with multiple opportunities for collaboration 
with the project offering services or products useful to the event 
production.

The last edition has seen the participation of technical sponsors at 
different levels which are occupied by catering to transport service 
with electric cars, from realization of interactive - info point totems 
to another various communicating elements on territory. 

The position can be managed through the exchange formula of goods 
or based on needs of companies and project type to be implemented 

The BDD project is interested and open to receive project proposals 
and products - services promotion by companies, to be included in 
the work program and in the communication plan associated with it.

to coordinate collaboration between different brands in order to 

increasing visibility.
For any ideas, questions or doubts about the possible collaboration, 
do not hesitate to contact us.

QUOTATION ON REQUEST



SUPPLIER FORMAT

Brera Design District is a project that speaks of the territory on the 
territory, therefore with multiple opportunities for collaboration 
with the project offering services or products useful to the event 
production.

The last edition has seen the participation of technical sponsors at 
different levels which are occupied by catering to transport service 
with electric cars, from realization of interactive - info point totems 
to another various communicating elements on territory. 

The position can be managed through the exchange formula of goods 
or based on needs of companies and project type to be implemented 

The BDD project is interested and open to receive project proposals 
and products - services promotion by companies, to be included in 
the work program and in the communication plan associated with it.

to coordinate collaboration between different brands in order to 

increasing visibility.
For any ideas, questions or doubts about the possible collaboration, 
do not hesitate to contact us.

QUOTATION ON REQUEST



04. 

TOOLS



WEB SITE

The structure of the new website takes a template consolidated 
that brings up the main projects and the interactive map of the 
district with indicating all hot spots and the various exhibitions, 
showrooms and companies.

The aim is to focus attention of our user on the fundamental points 
of the project, that is events on the agenda and on focus of the 
special events (position main sponsors - sponsors - plus). 

Important to remember that: each event of Brera Design District 
will have its own dedicated page that will always be online to 
document the event itself, detectable by a dedicated domain and 
directly from the portal of reference: www.breradesigndistrict.it 

The page scrolls with indications of the banner, the main sponsor 
and sponsors and with a random slideshow of the gallery of the 
events present in the district.
To follow the daily schedule, the gallery of Instagram and all links to 
the brands of the various partners and sponsors.

The purpose of the home page is to have a complete overview of 
orientation to the project and to the district.





BLOG & SOCIAL

Brera Design District over the years has expanded its 
communication tools being always in step with the times. 

This year has focused heavily on the role of social networks in 

a means to notify users of all the events day by day and all the 
activities that take place within the district.

More and more the social networks are seen as a marketing tool 
capable of reaching a wide audience and a target audience.

In addition, as we all know, the blog is the reference platform for 
the communication of Internet 2.0, and Brera Design District is the 
place for information and exchange of notes by all the members of 
the district that, having direct access to the platform for content 
insertion, can independently update the container with all the news 
concerning them.

The blog for how social networks it is connected to the portal, 
always active, and its feed renews and promotes the district and its 
associates.





NEWSLETTER

The newsletter dedicated of Brera Design District is another 
essential tool of the communication plan. Addressed to more than 
30,000 contacts of professionals and sector  is the ideal place to 
promote and launch all activities and news of the district.

Mains sponsors and sponsors can plan with us output of articles 
and editorials for launch of events, products and services.



INSTAGRAM

Brera Design District this year through the use of Instagram 
and the hashtag #breradesigndistrict has created a new visual 
memory of Fuorisalone a container of images that will be expanded 
from year to year.

In six days of events were collected more than 4,200 images 
corresponding to # breradesigndistrict

Even the e-reporter gave a great support to individual districts 
associating on Fuorisalone.it, 3,945 images to the Itinerary Brera 
Design District.



TERRITORY

Every year of fundamental importance is the role of the Info Point.
2 strategic locations to receive and inform the thousands of visitors, 
mostly international, that animate the streets of the city in search 
of innovations and quality experiences.

Brera Design District:/Info point
- Largo Treves
- Largo La Foppa

The infopoint service was created in 2014 edition by CMC2.0 

In addition to the info point are planned for the neighborhood a 
.

Each exhibitor will also have a totem placeholder in the territory 
in correspondence of the showroom and exhibition spaces.





EVENTS GUIDE

One of the tools most used by the population is without doubt the 
events guide. Brera Design District founded in 2013 the reference 
guide for the orientation in the district with the name of the 
EVENTS GUIDE | FUORISALONE.

Organized on format 29x38 cm with 48 pages provides an 
opportunity to give more space for content and to buy positions in 
advertising and promotion that can be purchased separately from 
the communications package.

The guide will have a print run of 50,000 copies that will be 
distributed even in the days before the Fuorisalone, at key points 
of the city of Milan as metro, stations, etc









FORMAT SPONSOR

- SIGNIFICANT POSITION IN THE GUIDE 

- PHOTOGRAPHY RELATED TO THE EVENT 

- SPACE FOR THE LOGO 

- EVENT INFO (TITLE, DATE, ADDRESS ...) 

- DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT 
(380 CHARACTERS FOR ITALIAN LANGUAGE AND 380 
CHARACTERS FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE)



FORMAT PLUS

- POSITION OF HIGH VISIBILITY IN THE GUIDE 

- SPACE FOR THE LOGO 

- EVENT INFO (TITLE, DATE, ADDRESS ...) 

- DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
(110 CHARACTERS FOR ITALIAN LANGUAGE AND 110 
CHARACTERS FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE)



FORMAT BASE

- POSITION IN THE GUIDE IN SECTION BASE

- EVENT INFO (TITLE, DATE, ADDRESS ...) 

- DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
(110 CHARACTERS FOR ITALIAN LANGUAGE AND 110 
CHARACTERS FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE)



05. 

ADV -  GUIDE



ADV

STANDARD and provides image + text.
The formats in which is possible to advertise itself are:

- FULL PAGE
-  HALF PAGE
- QUARTER OF PAGE

The material for the publication will be provided by the customer 

PDF (preferred), EPS, TIFF or JPEG. 
The image should have a resolution of 300 dpi in CMYK format. We 

For technical information contact info@breradesigndistrict.it



FULL PAGE

DIMENSIONS: 250X340 MM + 5 MM ABUNDANCE 
COST: € 3,500 + VAT

FULL PAGE
250X340 MM



HALF PAGE

DIMENSIONS: 250X172 MM + 5 MM ABUNDANCE 
COST: 2,000 € + VAT

Lorem ipsum dolor 
sit amet, consec-
tetur adipiscing 
elit. Proin nunc 
massa, adipiscing 
non pretium vel, 
scelerisque ut arcu. 
Quisque ultrices 
convallis justo. Sus-
pendisse sed nunc 
ac est condimen-
tum laoreet sit amet 
condimentum orci. 
Ut ultrices, ipsum 
sed sodales auctor, 

sapien nisi euismod 
quam, eget facilisis 
nunc tellus ac 
augue. Nunc nec 
magna a arcu 
porttitor molestie 
non sit amet metus. 
Praesent in magna 
eget felis egestas 
suscipit. Donec 
adipiscing quam 
at nunc tempor 
facilisis. Etiam id 
felis sit amet nibh 
vulputate suscipit et 

in quam. Maecenas 
iaculis sapien in erat 
vehicula quis ullam-
corper tellus con-
sequat. Maecenas 
vestibulum eleifend 
consectetur. Proin 
suscipit rhoncus 
nisl, in mattis 
nibh sagittis quis. 
Vivamus in ligula 
nisl, eu vulputate 
mauris.

Cras elit enim, 

lacinia sit amet ac-
cumsan a, dapibus 
ac magna. Duis in 
elit aliquam purus 
varius consectetur. 
Proin in nisi id justo 
consectetur rutrum 
varius non neque. 
Phasellus nibh risus, 
varius ut fringilla eu, 
tempus vel enim. 
Maecenas sit amet 
velit ut odio luctus 
sodales non eget 
felis. Cras at nibh 

HALF PAGE
250X172 



QUARTER PAGE

DIMENSIONS: 123X172 MM + 5 MM ABUNDANCE 
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Lorem ipsum dolor 
sit amet, consec-
tetur adipiscing 
elit. Proin nunc 
massa, adipiscing 
non pretium vel, 
scelerisque ut arcu. 
Quisque ultrices 
convallis justo. Sus-
pendisse sed nunc 
ac est condimen-
tum laoreet sit amet 
condimentum orci. 
Ut ultrices, ipsum 
sed sodales auctor, 

sapien nisi euismod 
quam, eget facilisis 
nunc tellus ac 
augue. Nunc nec 
magna a arcu 
porttitor molestie 
non sit amet metus. 
Praesent in magna 
eget felis egestas 
suscipit. Donec 
adipiscing quam 
at nunc tempor 
facilisis. Etiam id 
felis sit amet nibh 
vulputate suscipit et 

in quam. Maecenas 
iaculis sapien in erat 
vehicula quis ullam-
corper tellus con-
sequat. Maecenas 
vestibulum eleifend 
consectetur. Proin 
suscipit rhoncus 
nisl, in mattis 
nibh sagittis quis. 
Vivamus in ligula 
nisl, eu vulputate 
mauris.

Cras elit enim, 
lacinia sit amet ac-
cumsan a, dapibus 
ac magna. Duis in 
elit aliquam purus 
varius consectetur. 
Proin in nisi id justo 
consectetur rutrum 
varius non neque. 
Phasellus nibh risus, 
varius ut fringilla eu, 
tempus vel enim. 
Maecenas sit amet 
velit ut odio luctus 
sodales non eget 
felis. Cras at nibh 
et metus porta 
ultrices. Praesent 

molestie tincidunt 
nulla, et dignissim 
lectus interdum sit 
amet. Pellentesque 
tempus leo tellus, 
sit amet rutrum orci. 
In ultricies augue 
et sapien gravida 
consectetur. Cras et 
augue dolor, cursus 
accumsan dolor. 
Vivamus facilisis 
dictum lectus, sed 
porta nibh placerat 
vel. Ut imperdiet 
scelerisque nisi. 
Nulla luctus feugiat 
ipsum, quis dictum 
enim varius pellen-
tesque.

In hac habitasse 
platea dictumst. 
Vivamus sollicitudin 
egestas semper. 
Pellentesque 
fringilla orci ac sem 
tempus eu dictum 
urna aliquam. 
Donec non elit 
vel sem lacinia 
sodales. Ut sapien 
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